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Why I (think I) am the discussant?

• My own experience with Black-Litterman: Reverse engineering of 
expected returns

which is not what the authors do in this paper.  

• Research and practical work in the field of time series modelling and 
portfolio allocation. Algorithmic. 
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Structure of the discussion

• My waow-feeling when reading the paper;

• How?

• Hungry for more (OR/TEC+FIN).  
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Waow!
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How?

• Combining two major challenges in forecasting the return density:
1. Going from a 1-period time series model to a h-period forecast = h-period 

investment horizon:
• 1-period requirement often follows from the data: trade-off between timeliness of the 

data used (robustness to eg structural break) and sufficient number of observation. Eg 
use of weekly data for monthly investment horizon. Or monthly data for yearly 
investment horizon.

2. Tilting the pure data-driven return density forecast (leading to prior 
estimates ොµ𝑡|𝑡−1 and Σ𝑡|𝑡−1) into a return density forecast that respects the 
views of the expert portfolio manager about linear combinations of 
expected returns:
• Views could be more easily formulated over shorter horizons?
• Views can be conditional: if this happens, then that will happen in the next period 

(scenarios).
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How?

1. Going from a 1-period time series model to a h-period forecast:
• Mean and volatility? Because of time series dependence “annualization” by 

multiplying expected log-returns with h and volatilities by square root of h is 
not precise. Iterative calculation. 

See also: Ghysels, E.; Rubia, A. & Valkanov, R. (2009), 'Multi-period Forecasts of Volatility: 
Direct, Iterated and Mixed-data Approaches', Working paper.

• Density? For (non-linear) time series models, explicit results are rarely 
available; Aggregational gaussianity? Use of simulation analysis?

• Authors take a novel approach using a type of bayesian updating:  
• Based on time series model: Forecast:ොµ𝑡|𝑡−1 and Σ𝑡|𝑡−1
• Update based on new information of some state variable:   ොµ𝑡|𝑡 and Σ𝑡|𝑡
• Then iterate for t+1,... 
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How?

2. Tilting the pure data-driven return density forecast (leading to: ොµ𝑡|𝑡−1
and Σ𝑡|𝑡−1) into a return density forecast that respects the views of the 
expert portfolio manager about linear combinations of expected 
returns:

𝑣𝑡 = 𝑃𝑡 µ𝑡 + ξ𝑡

where 𝑃𝑡 is a matrix and ξ𝑡 ~𝑁(0, Ω𝑡 ).

• Includes views on outperformance of (groups) of assets versus other (groups) of assets;

• This is achieved through the Black-Litterman approach (under the assumption of 
normality). 
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How?

Flexibility of the proposed technology: It can deal with everal approaches:

• Bayesian and frequentist;

• Unconditional and conditional view:

• Tree? Feasible when h becomes large or many views? Artificial (?) solution in the paper:
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How?

• Time series model used for the prior fully data-driven denisty 
forecast: dynamic factor model of Stock and Watson. 
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Resulting forecasts for the expected return at 
different horizons

view view
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Waow! But hungry for more (OR/TEC,FIN)
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Waow! But hungry for more (OR/TEC)

• I’d like to play with the code 
• (paper is well written) Study the implementation and understand better the 

technicalities in the various conditioning and how the iteration affect the 
forecasts t|t-1, t|t, t+1|t,t+1|t+1,...

• And see how sensitive the results are:
• To the views and their uncertainty;

• To assumptions like normality;

• Understand better the conditional view mechanism and whether 
there is a curse of dimensionality with forecast horizon h. 
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Waow! But hungry for more (FIN)

• Understand better this allocation and how it changes when the 
portfolio objectives and constraints change;

• The “term structure” of out-of-sample performance of
• The return density forecasts (statistical evaluation) 

• The resulting portfolio decision (economic evaluation)

• Compared to:
• alternative approaches to obtaining long term density forecasts (eg using simulation);

• Alternative approaches of combining views with prior distributions (eg using entropy 
pooling as in David Ardia and Attilio Meucci).

• Term structure: I’d be interested to see how the results change with the 
forecast horizon.
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Conclusion

• Optimizing portfolios with a longer investment horizon than the 
horizon of the data is a common and challenging problem;

• A useful paper, interesting for both
• OR/TEC

• FIN ;

• Needs a thorough out-of-sample analysis and comparison with other 
approaches to be a complete paper.
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